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TSMC ups CapEx; fab outage; quantum microscopes; PC woes.
Week In Review: Manufacturing, Test
Embakasi East legislator Babu Owino has shared three of of his high school report forms in a move that has proved that the vocal MP is a wizard in Mathematics.
Babu Owino Shares High School Report Forms, Proves He's Maths Wizard
A significant reason for these accolades has been their 4-Year Academies: Visual and Performing Arts, Information Technology, Engineering, Finance and the Academy of Early Childhood Education. We ...
RBRHS Academies of Engineering and Information Technologies - Q&A with David Fusco
Professor Carlotta Berry is helping women and minorities find their passion in STEM: Science, Technology, Engineering and Math.
Rose-Hulman prof is changing the face of engineering
Sleep disorders affect a large portion of the global population and are strong predictors of morbidity and all-cause mortality. Sleep staging segments a period of sleep into a sequence of phases ...
U-Sleep: resilient high-frequency sleep staging
From professors with nowhere to teach to graduate students worried about their research, to incoming students whose degree program has vanished, the cuts announced last week by Laurentian University ...
‘We are losing dreams’: Professors and students at Laurentian University try to make sense of cuts
New, reversible CRISPR method can control gene expression while leaving underlying DNA sequence unchanged. Over the past decade, the CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing system has revolutionized genetic ...
Genetic Engineering 2.0: An On-Off Switch for Gene Editing
As per a report by Nature, the US's National Academies of Science, Engineering and Medicine (NASEM ... There have been modelling studies in the past, but the question before governments now is that ...
Geo Engineering: Elite American scientific body calls for govt funding of research on controversial climate action approach
When Dr Christopher Cornwall began his biological research career, three unanswered questions bothered him about how climate change might affect marine organisms.The Te Herenga Waka—Victoria Universit ...
Climate change and ocean studies win marine biologist a PM science prize
Task Force Spartan Chief of Space and Special Programs, Maj. Edwin Vasquez, gave a virtual Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics presentation on NASA’s Artemis Space Program to students at ...
U.S. Soldier Teaches Kuwaiti Students to Reach for the Stars with Space Presentation
Research progresses when smart minds meet challenging problems in an ecosystem that offers access to data and equipment to solve them ...
An oasis of progress
Over the past decade, the CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing system has revolutionized genetic engineering, allowing scientists to make targeted changes ...
An on-off switch for gene editing
Adalsteinn Brown, co-chair of Ontario's COVID-19 science advisory table, delivers updated projections at Queen’s Park on Friday. The dire forecast led to more restrictions in the province.
3 things: Thunder Bay sets the right course on Covid, a marine heritage, a prince’s funeral
John Mailhot, CTO networking and infrastructure at Imagine Communications, takes a look at the so-called war between SDI and IP ...
Whatever happened to SDI?
We are on the precipice of revolutionary advances in science and engineering that will directly benefit the world. And now is the time for a new national commitment to invest in research that leads ...
We need to strengthen and accelerate US science and technology progress
A person who owns a car or who has a college education may be less vulnerable to COVID-19, according to an analysis of cases in Tehran, Iran, one of the early epicenters of the pandemic. While such ...
Highly dense urban areas are not more vulnerable to COVID-19, researchers say
A new study shows that engineering the Mississippi River has reduced carbon in the atmosphere. A new study co-authored by a Tulane University geoscientist shows that human efforts to tame the ...
Engineering the Mississippi River has kept carbon out of the atmosphere, new study reveals
The SpaceX spacecraft being developed and tested in South Texas will lower astronauts to the surface of the moon, NASA announced Friday. SpaceX was one of three companies — Blue Origin and Dynetics ...
NASA picks SpaceX Starship for lunar landing system
Joseph Cavanagh, Thomas Usherwood and Hossam Zaki each received Goldwater scholarships, which support students who plan to pursue research careers in the sciences, mathematics and engineering.
Three students win prestigious Goldwater scholarships for excellence in science
Camden Butler, who is nine and a half years old, remembers his time with BrightPath STEAM Academy — a virtual summer program for Black students who want to learn about ...
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